Let ¡x be a positive Borel measure on a compact subset K of the complex plane. Denote the weak-star closure in L°°(p.) of R(K) by R°°{K,/i) . Given / e R°°{K,ß), denote the weak-star closure in L°°(n) of the algebra generated by R°°(K,n) and the complex conjugate of / by A°°(f,ß) ■ This paper determines the structure of A°c(f,fi) . As a consequence, a solution is obtained to a problem concerned with minimal normal extensions of functions of a subnormal operator.
Introduction
Let K be a compact subset of the complex plane C and let ß be a finite, positive, Borel measure on K. Define R°°(K ,ß) to be the weak-star closure in L°°(ß) of R{K). Here R(K) denotes, as usual, the uniform closure in C(K) of the holomorphic rational functions with poles off K . Given / e R°°(K,ß), define A°°(f,ß) to be the weak-star closure in L°°(/i) of the algebra generated by RX(K ,n) and the complex conjugate f of f. The problem addressed in this paper is that of determining when A°°(f,ß) -L°°(ß), or more broadly, that of determining the structure of A°° (f,ß) .
Although this problem is purely function-theoretic, it is equivalent to an operator-theoretic question concerning the minimal normal extension (mne) of a function of a subnormal operator. The equivalence follows. For more details, see [D] .
Theorem. A°°(f,ß) = L°°(ß) iff mne/(5) = f(mneS) for every subnormal operator S whose spectrum is contained in K and whose scalar-valued spectral measure can be taken to be ß .
The problem was first raised in [CO] where it was solved for any polynomially convex K. In this case R°°(K,ß) reduces to P°°(ß), the weak-star closure in L°°(ß) of the holomorphic polynomials. Subsequently, the problem was solved for any finitely connected (and even some infinitely connected) K in [D] . Recently, in [GRT] the problem has been solved for arbitrary K by clever elementary means while in [C] a new proof of the P°° result of [CO] has been set forth whose novel ingredient is the use of disintegration of measures. The present paper uses the disintegration technique of [C] to recapture and improve upon the result of [GRT] . Although the resulting proof is no longer elementary, it is rather elegant.
Preliminaries concerning R°°{K,ß)
For the duration of this section, K, ß, and / shall be fixed as in the introduction. The elementary theory of R{K), as can be found in the second chapter of [Gl] , for example, shall be assumed known. It is necessary to expand the definition of R(K) somewhat. Given a Borel subset A of K, define R(A) to be the uniform closure in C(K) of the set of functions <P of the form where q> varies over all compactly supported, bounded Borel functions on C that vanish on A. Here A denotes area measure on C. Given a complex measure o on K, let ô{zQ) = /frff^ be the Cauchy transform of a. An elementary and useful fact which follows from Fubini's Theorem is that a annihilates P(A) iff ö = 0 A-a.e. off A. Thus for A = K, the newly defined P(A) is indeed the old R(K). Also R(A{) Ç R(A2) whenever A2 ç A, ç K .
The other facts needed concerning R(A) are not so easily seen and followed.
Proposition, (a) R(A) is a uniform algebra on K [G2, 3.2] .
(b) If g € R(A) extends to be holomorphic in a neighborhood of zQe K, then
z -zQ [G2, 4.6 and 4.7] .
(c) Given zQ € K, the functions in R(A) which extend to be holomorphic near zQ are uniformly dense in R(A) [G2, 4.6 and 4.8] .
Define the envelope E of ß with respect to K to be the set of all z ç. K that possess a complex representing measure ß. for R(K) such that ß, << ß and ßT({z}) -0. For each fixed z e E, the complex homomorphism of evaluation at z on R(K) extends uniquely to a weak-star continuous, complex homomorphism on R°°(K,ß).
This extension is given by the functional g € R°°(K,ß) H-+ g(z) e C where g{z) = /gdß..
Unfixing z e E , one has a point function g: E >-» C associated with each measure function g G R°°(K,ß). Furthermore, gn -> g pointwise boundedly on E whenever gn-> g boundedly ß-a.e. in R°°(K,ß).
The other facts needed concerning these notions are not so easily seen and follow.
Proposition, (d) E is a Borel set [Ch, X.5] .
(e) R(E)CR°°(K,ß) [Ch, X.6] . (f) For any g e R(E), g=g\E [Ch, X.6 ].
(g) Given g e R°°{K,ß), there exists a sequence {gn}n>i from R{E) such that \\g"\\K < \\g\\ and gn -> g pointwise ß-a.e. [Ch, XI.10] .
From all this, one can see that g : E *-* C is a Borel function for g G R°°(K,fi).
Finally, given a Borel subset A of A" and a finite, positive, Borel measure a on K, define R°°(A,a) to be the weak-star closure in L°°(a) of R(A). The characterization of annihilating measures mentioned earlier yields a HartogsRosenthal Theorem for R(A), to wit, P(A) = C(K) whenever ^(A) = 0. The following is then immediate.
Proposition, (h) R°°(A,a) = L°°(a) whenever A(A) = 0.
Preliminaries concerning the disintegration of measures
Let X be a locally compact, separable, metric space and let ß be a finite, positive, Borel measure on X. As opposed to L°°(ß) and L (ß), which are Banach spaces of equivalence classes of /¿-measurable functions on X, it will also be necessary to consider J?°°(/i) and i? (ß), which are the corresponding pseudo-normed spaces of Borel functions on X . Fix (p G ^00(//). Denote the /¿-essential range of tp by Y and consider the finite, positive, Borel measure v on Y defined by j/(A) = ß(<p~ (A)). Designate the set of Borel probability measures on X by ^(X).
An assignment Ç G Y h-» Ac g ¿?{X) is called a disintegration of ß with respect to (p iff for every y/ g Jz? (ß) one has
(1) y/e&l(Xc) for v-a.e. Ce 7,
(2) the function ( e y h J <¡/(z)dXJz) g C determines an element of L'(i/), and
A clean and elegant proof of the following result is set forth in the second section of [AK] . Note where the measures of any disintegration must be concentrated! Theorem. Suppose X, ß, and <p are as mentioned. Then there exists a disintegration C e K m L e 3s(X) of ß with respect to <p such that kr is concentrated on <p~ (C) For the duration of this section, K, ß, and / shall be fixed as in the introduction. Arbitrarily select a Borel representative from the equivalence class of / G L°°(ß) and designate it too by /. Thus, / is being viewed as an element of J2?°°(ß). Taking the X , ß, and <p of the previous section to be the K, ß, and / of this section, get a disintegration Ç G Y h-> k¡. G ¿P(K) of ß with respect to /.
Suppose g and g" e £?°°{ß) represent the same element of L°°(ß). Then g = g" ß-a.e. and so by setting y/ = \g' -g"\ in (3) of the last section, one sees that g = g" k¡. Clearly s/°°(f,ß), being an algebra, must then contain the algebra generated by R(K) and /. But the weak-star closure in L°°(ß) of the algebra generated by R(K) and / is just A°°(f,ß). Hence to get A°°(f,ß) ç sf00{f,ß), it suffices to show sf°°(f,ß) weak-star closed in L°°(ß). By the Krein-Schmulian Theorem, it in turn suffices to show ball sf°°(f,ß) weak-star closed in L°°(ß). To this end, let g be in the weak-star closure in L°°{ß) of ball sf°°(f,ß). Since L (//) ç L](ß), g is in the weak closure in L'{ß) of ball s/°°(f,ß). But the weak and strong closures of a convex subset of a Banach space coincide, so g is in the strong closure in L (ß) of ball £f°°(f,ß).
Accordingly, take {gn}n>] from ball s/°°{f,ß) such that gn -> g in L2(ß). Passing to a subsequence, one may also assume that gn -> g ß-a.e. Now select a Borel subset A of AT so that (i) ß is concentrated on A, (ii) |gn| < 1 on A for n > 1 , and (iii) g -> g pointwise on A.
Setting y -xK\A in (3) of the last section and using (i), one sees that (iv) k, is concentrated on A for v-a.e. Ç, &Y. Because of (ii), (iii), and (iv), the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem implies that gn -> g weak-star in L°°(Af) for v-a.e. Ç eY. Since {gn}n>l Q ■*°°{f,fi), {£"}">, Q R°°(E,kc) for v-a.e. C e Y. Clearly then, ~g e R°°(E,kc) for v-a.e. C e y and so g G ballj/°°(/,//).
Thus, ball <z?°°(f,ß)
is weak-star closed in L°°(ß).
Having just established the inclusion A°°(f,ß) ç sé°°{f ,ß), to obtain equality it suffices, by the Hahn-Banach Theorem, to show that sf°°(f,ß) is annihilated by any weak-star continuous annihilator of A°°(f,ß).
To this end, let heLl (ß) annihilate A°°(f,ß). Choose {£"}">, uniformly dense in R(E). Suppose p(C,Q is a polynomial in Çand Ç. By Proposition (e), P(f,f)g" G A°°{f,ß). Hence setting y = p(f,f)gnh in (3) of the last section, one has 0 = jp(f,f)gnhdß = I {¡P{f(z), fjz~))gn(z)h{z)dki{z)^ dHQ = Jrp(t,0{fg"{z)h{z)dk,.{z)}dv{Q.
Here the last equality follows since k, is concentrated on f~ (Ç) for v-a.e. C G Y, thus making p(f(z),f(z)) = p{C,0 for A,-a.e. z for v-a.e. CgT.
By the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem, the l\v) function Ç G Y ^ jgnhdkc G C annihilates all continuous functions on Y. Hence Jgnhdk( = 0 for v-a.e. C G Y. But n > 1 is arbitrary and {gn}n>x is weak-star dense in R°° (E,kl.) for every ( e Y, so it follows that h G L (/L) annihilates P00(P,Af) for v-a.e. Ç G Y . Now take g G s^°°(f,ß). Then, by definition, g G R°°{E,k~) for u-a.e.
C G Y . Thus, setting y/ = gh in (3) of the last section, one sees that
Thus, h g L\ß) annihilates s/°°{f,n) and so j/°° (/,//) = A°°(f,ß). a
Lemma. Ä°°(£,Af) = R^if'^Q, k.) for v-a.e. C G T.
Proo/ By Proposition (g), there exists a sequence {/"}">, from P(£) such that (i) fn -> / boundedly /¿-a.e.
Let A be a Borel subset of K on which ß is concentrated such that fn->f pointwise boundedly on A. Setting tp = xK,A in (3) of the last section, one sees that kr is concentrated on A for v-a.e. C £ Y . Thus fn->f boundedly A,-a.e. for v-a.e. Ç G Y . Since k¡-is concentrated on f~ (£) for v-a.e.
C G Y ; it follows that for v-a.e. Ç G 7,
(ii) fn~* ^ boundedly A,-a.e.
Consequently, it suffices to show R<x{E,k¡.) -R°°(f {Q,k¡.) for any Ç € Y such that (ii) holds.
Since /"'(C) Q E, R°°{E,kc) Ç R°°(f~l{Q,kc). Thus, to obtain equality it suffices, by the Hahn-Banach Theorem, to show that R (f (i),A,) is annihilated by any weak-star continuous annihilator of R°°(E,k^).
To this end, let h G L (A,) annihilate P°°(£,AC) and consider the measure a defined by da = hdk¡.. By hypothesis, a annihilates R(E), i.e., à = 0 A-a.e. off E . Since a « A{, to prove that /z annihilates R°°(f (Q,k¡.) it suffices to show that a annihilates R(f (Ç)), i.e., rj = 0 v4-a.e. off/ (C). Let cr(z0) = / fjfjffi be the Newtonian potential of a . Since à < oo ^-a.e. on C, it in turn suffices to show r>(z0) -0 whenever Because of (iii), (v), and (vi), the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem
The left-hand side of (vii) is zero since a annihilates R{E) and each (gn{z) -gn(z0))/(z -zQ) G R(E) by Proposition (b). Since Ç ~Kzo) is constant as far as the integration is concerned, the right-hand side of (vii) is just {Ç -f[zQ)}ô(zQ).
Thus, {C -f\z0)}ô(z0) = 0. By (iii), Ç ~Kzq) / 0, so it must be that â(zQ) = 0. D Let äx,ä2,---be an enumeration of the at most countable set of points C G C such that ß{f~\0) > 0. Set /2; = /i\f~\a¡) and ßs = ß-^fij ■ The
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use main result of [GRT] states that A°°(f,ß) = L00(fis)®¿2®R00(K,pi) where the right-hand side of the equality is interpreted to mean {g g L°°(ß) : g g P°°(A^,//;) for each i -1,2,...}.
Compare this to the main result of the present paper, which follows immediately.
Theorem. Let ax,a2,... bean enumeration of the at most countable set of points C G C such that both /*(/"'(£)) > 0 and A(f~\o) > 0. Set ß, = ß\f~\a!) and ßs -ß-J2ßj ■ Then A°°(f,ß) = L°°(ßs)(B^2®Rc°(f-\ai),ß,).
Proof. Set Q = {Ç G C : ß(f~l(Q) > 0 and A{f~\ç)) > 0} and Q' = {C G C : A necessary and sufficient condition for weak-star density is contained in the following:
Corollary.
A°°(f,ß) = L°°(n) iffR°°(f-\Q,ß\f-\Q) = L°°(ß\r\Q) for each C G C.
